
TLC® Elbow Splint
with Straps
Touch/Look/Compare
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Notes:

Optional Strap Configuration

If the elbow strap obscures the catheter insertion 
site, consider a crisscross strap configuration instead.
Put the elbow strap through the upper arm slot and 
the upper arm strap through the elbow slot. This 
will allow easy visual inspection of the catheter 
insertion site.

Protect the catheter and loop of tubing with an  
I.V. House UltraDressing® or I.V. House UltraDome®.

Check the IV site hourly for redness, swelling,  
and tenderness. 

Touch, Look, and Compare the IV site with the 
opposite elbow and arm. Change the TLC Elbow Splint 
each time a new IV is inserted.
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I.V. House 959 Ultra Series TLC® Elbow Splint Directions

Directions continued on back

Single Use Only–Fits either arm.  
The TLC Elbow Splint can be applied to the arm before or after inserting IV and connecting to extension set or IV tubing. 

Velcro® tabs Single strap 
at forearm

Two straps at 
upper arm

Unroll the TLC Splint straps and identify the smooth concave surface of the splint.  
This concave surface will be placed against the patient’s arm.

Wrap the first strap around the forearm.
Thread the Velcro® tab through the slot on the opposite side of splint. Pull the tab 
through the slot, fold the strap back around the outer edge of the splint onto itself, 
and secure with the Velcro tab.

Place the splint under the 
patient’s arm, with the narrow end of the splint toward the hand and the wide end 
above the elbow. The point of the elbow should align with the center opening.

Repeat with the other two straps, securing each with the Velcro tab.
Note: Slip one finger beneath each strap to ensure the fabric is not so tight that it 
impedes circulation or infusion of IV fluids.
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